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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. Users report that the Message Waiting Indicator is not working. You want to
see if the MWI issue is caused by database replication issues in Cisco Unified Communications
Manager. You run the " utils dbreplication runtimestate" command in Cisco Unified CM
Publisher to produce this output for troubleshooting. Which cause of the issue is most likely?
A. The total end-to-end rount trip time in SUB3 is exceeding the maximum value of 40 ms.
B. Some table might not be in synch.
C. There are no issues with the database replication in Cisco Unified CM because the status is 2
in all servers.
D. The devicenumplanmapremdestamp table is causing the issue with the MWI.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option F
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option D
F. Option A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to create a virtual machine template in an Azure DevTest Labs environment named
az400-9940427-dtl1. The template must be based on Windows Server 2016 Datacenter. Virtual
machines created from the template must include the selenium tool and the Google Chrome
browser.
To complete this task, sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal.

A. 1. Open Microsoft Azure Portal
2. Select All Services, and then select DevTest Labs in the DEVOPS section.
3. From the list of labs, select the az400-9940427-dtl1 lab
4. On the home page for your lab, select + Add on the toolbar.
5. You see the Azure Resource Manager template for creating the virtual machine.
6. The JSON segment in the resources section has the definition for the image type you selected
earlier.
B. 1. Open Microsoft Azure Portal
2. Select All Services, and then select DevTest Labs in the DEVOPS section.
3. From the list of labs, select the az400-9940427-dtl1 lab
4. On the home page for your lab, select + Add on the toolbar.
5. Select the Windows Server 2016 Datacenter base image for the VM.
6. Select automation options at the bottom of the page above the Submit button.
7. You see the Azure Resource Manager template for creating the virtual machine.
8. The JSON segment in the resources section has the definition for the image type you selected
earlier.
Answer: B
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure//lab-services/devtest-lab-vm-powershell
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